An analytical expression is given for the total flux amplification of a large distant source due to the presence of a small foreground gravitational lens. In the weak lensing limit, the result is independent of the internal density profile of the lensing mass. By comparing the above with the behavior (deflection) of light rays from the outer boundary of the souce, which do not pass through the lens, it is shown that to first order in the gravitational potential weak lensing conserves surface brightness of emission. When the exercise is repeated with extra flux amplification from strong lensing of the very central light rays included, it is found that the movement of the outermost source boundary remains the same as before, i.e. there is no further solid angle magnification of the source to accompany (and accomodate) the excess flux. The inevitable conclusion is that strong lensing of a large source leads to higher surface brightness relative to the unlensed configuration. The physical reason is related to backtracking of the source when a caustic is encountered -a phenemenon not exhibited by weak lensing. While photon number is strictly conserved, there is the consequence of an inequality between flux and angular size distance. For this reason, the total flux from the entire microwave background sky is enhanced from the value of 4πσ s T 4 s , by ≈ 1.5 % when strong lensing by galaxies is taken into account. The only way of reconciling this with the COBE/FIRAS measurement is to envisage a galaxy number density or velocity disperion grossly at odds with their observed values. The evidence brought forth here represents another formidable inconsistency between the standard cosmological model and reality.
Introduction: gravitational lensing and photon number conservation
It is often reasoned that because gravitational lensing does not create or destroy photons, the average detected flux and angular size of a large distant emitter should agree with their values in a smooth Universe where all the lensing mass clumps are homogenized. The argument probably originated from Weinberg (1976) , who drew a parallel between (a) an observer looking at the many spatially contiguous bright pixels of a large and uniformly illuminated sky area, and (b) an array of many observers located everywhere around a celestial sphere, all viewing one small source at the center. In (a) and (b) the source-observer distance are set equal to each other, both being the angular size distance as determined by the total amount of mass within the (Hubble) scale separation in question. Although (a) corresponds to the real Universe, the analogy permits us to understand the situation from the standpoint of (b), which is easier to appreciate. There, one sees that while the small source appears to some observers as lensed and therefore magnified, to others located in between lensing sightlines (where the arriving rays diverge, being drawn away by the lenses) it is demagnified. Since all the photons emitted by the source must intercept the boundary of the sphere, and the asymptotic geometry of space is shaped by the mass content, the average flux detected by each observer is simply the product of the source surface brightness and solid angle, with the latter derived from Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) value for the radius of the sphere.
The above analysis, though extremely insightful, should be treated with some caution, because the meaning of 'photon number conservation' within the sphere is no more than saying that if the observers know precisely the radius of the sphere, their expected flux as inferred from this radius and the source intrinsic brightness ought to agree with the measured value. The more pertinent question is, given a certain state of inhomogeneity of the matter in the sphere, are the flux and angular size of a source as revealed by the properties of light which propagated through the clumpy space still consistent with each other? This question has previously been raised (Claudel 2000; Fukugita et al 1992; Ellis, Bassett, & Dunsby 1998; Rose 2001 ), and we wish to demonstrate here that it can be addressed in a mathematically rigorous manner, not by appealing to the original FRW model of a homogeneous Universe (which obviously would defeat the purpose), but by examining the behavior of light as it encounters clumps distributed on the appropriate FRW metric. It will be proved the answer is indeed yes if the only effect of the clumps is weak lensing. If strong lensing is also included, however, there will be a split between flux and angular size distance. It should be emphasized that flux (hence photon number) conservation is enforced by the former distance.
Proof of surface brightness conservation in weak lensing
On the more frequently mentioned than critically examined assertion that gravitational lensing conserves emission surface brightness, the superficial reason given is again related to photon number -lensing simply redistributes photons into solid angle cells (pixels) of varying size, with directions of enlarged cells corresponding to observers seeing a brighter source and directions of diminished cells fainter. The flux per unit solid angle (surface brightness) must remain an invariant. As already explained, the issue is really one of distance rather than photons. If the surface brightness is altered by lensing, it simply means the concept of flux distance coinciding with angular size distance will have to be revised -the idea of photons being created or destroyed by the lenses is quite irrelevant to the argument.
Let us therefore investigate the question of surface brightness conservation. If a remote source is lensed while upholding this principle, its angular size must increase proportionately with brightness. This is evidently the case when the source lies completely behind a lens, because every part of it is magnified. Consider instead a large uniform black body radiator of circular shape, placed such that its center is aligned with that of a small spherically symmetric mass clump of arbitrary density profile ρ(r), and the source circumference lies far beyond the lens. Denoting by the function m(r) the clump's mass inside radius r, i.e.
then a small bundle of light rays passing at impact parameter b (a physical distance measured at the lensing epoch) is deflected by an angle ψ, where
and r = √ x 2 + b 2 = bsecα. Strictly speaking the quantity b refers to the original (undeflected) bundle, and hence ψ(b) as depicted in Eq. (2) should carry a correction term, but in the weak lensing limit the difference is unimportant. If the global curvature of space is zero, the weak lensing angular magnification of the bundle will be given by
where x s and x l are respectively the z = 0 FRW distance to the source and lens, and z l is the redshift of the lens.
As a consequence of Eq. (3), an elementary ring of emission will deliver a detected flux df ′ which is higher than the unlensed value
by the amount
where in both Eqs. (4) and (5) T s is the apparent (redshifted) temperature of the source and σ s is the Stefan constant. The total flux f of the central (weakly lensed) portion of the source then increases by the amount
Inverting the order of the double integration, we obtain
Although the upper limit of the definite integral in Eq. (7) is ∞, in reality the clump does not extend forever. Let us say ρ(r) reaches zero at r ≈ R (again a distance scale at z = z l ). Source areas which involve light paths passing by the lens at b ≫ R will neither be magnified nor amplified, because Eq. (2) reduces to
Thus beyond the physical area of the lens the total amount of amplified flux is always given by Eq. (7) no matter how large our source may be.
Note however that although the magnification η = 0 outside the center, the apparent boundary of the source is tangentially sheared and 'pushed' outwards by the lens. If the unlensed boundary subtends an angular radius ϑ at the observer, the presence of a central clump will imply ϑ → ϑ + δϑ where δϑ = 4GM(1 + z l )(x s − x l )/(ϑx s x l ). The extra solid angle the entire source subtends due to lensing is
From Eqs. (7) and (9), we see that the excess flux per unit excess solid angle is δf /δω = σ s T 4 s . Hence, independent of the internal density profile ρ(r) of the lens, and no matter how much a background source may be greater in its angular extent than that of the lens, the source always appears simultaneously magnified and amplified, in such a way as to conserve surface brightness.
Proof of surface brightness non-conservation in strong lensing
Thus far we restricted our treatment to the domain of weak lensing. Irrespective of how the lens density ρ(r) may distribute, light paths through the center r → 0 are inevitably subject to strong lensing effects. Owing to the mathematical complexity involved, however, we consider specifically mass clumps in the form of a cutoff isothermal sphere, i.e. ρ(r) = M 4πr 2 R for 0 < r ≤ R; ρ(r) = 0 for r > R,
which in any case is a good model for galaxies and clusters. Since we are considering close encounters b ≪ R, the deflection angle ψ may be approximated as
i.e. independent of b and with σ being the velocity dispersion (σ ≈ 155 km s −1 for galaxies). While in weak lensing both the original and deflected light paths shared the same b (as there was no need to make such a fine distinction) the criterion for strong lensing must be expressed in terms of the impact parameter b of the undeflected ray looking from observer to source, viz. strong : b ≤ r c ; weak : b > r c , where
To apply some numbers, suppose the source is very remote, like the cosmic microwave background (CMB), we may set (x s − x l )/x s ≈ 1, during which r c ≈ 10 kpc even for the nearest lenses where x l ∼ 1 Gpc.
Thus for alignment as good as the central 10 kpc radius a galaxy strongly lenses the light from a distant source. In this instance, the ring of emission from our large black body emitter of section 2 will form two image rings after lensing, separated from each other by an angular radius ≈ ψ and sandwiching the (now invisible) unlensed ring in between. The first (outer) image ring is due in fact to the same process as the one which causes weak lensing, e.g. its flux is given by
which obviously is amplified from the quantity df of Eq. (4) by the amount df 1 − df = 2ησ s T 4 s dω (note from Eq. (11) we have dψ/db = 0 for η), in exact accordance with Eq. (5). The second (inner) image ring is more interesting, as its presence is the defining characteristic of strong lensing. The flux here is
For more details see Turner, Ostriker, & Gott (1984) . To obtain the total flux amplification of our large source, one simply observes that weak lensing (the first image) operates, as before, on all rays intercepting the lens to result in a flux of f + δf 1 where δf 1 = δf is given by Eq. (7), while strong lensing operates between b = 0 and b = r c to provide an additional flux of δf 2 , with
Here r c is as in Eq. (12) and ψ as in Eq. (11). The total detected flux is then f obs = f + δf 1 + δf 2 = f + δf + δf 2 .
Like previously, let us look at the source as a whole. Rays from the circumference have b ≫ R, they remain deflected and unmagnified, i.e. they are still described by Eq. (8). Hence the brightness per unit solid angle of the source is now (f + δf + δf 2 )/(ω + δω). But from section 2 we saw that f /ω = δf /δω = σ s T 4 s . We arrive at the inevitable conclusion that when strong lensing is included, the ratio
i.e. surface brightness is higher than the unlensed value -its conservation is violated.
How in physical terms does strong lensing produce more flux amplification than size magnification for a very extended emitter? It is true that, unlike weak lensing, the light paths do cross, but they always do so at an angle, i.e. they never branch (either forwards or backwards). If one looks in a given direction, and trace the rays back to where they originate, one always ends up with a unique source. There is therefore no question of overlapping pixels. Rather, we can see images of the same object from more than one direction.
In strong lensing the concept of 'overlap' does apply in a different sense, however. If we observe an extended source, and smoothly change our view vector, then the source point will track continuously across the source plane, but when a caustic is encountered it will reverse direction and track back over the same region, hence the occurence of multiple images (note the images do not overlap each other, though the source regions overlap). The ambiguity over distance scale is due precisely to this backtracking process -once strong lensing is included with our accounting of the brightness and size of an extended source there will emerge a differentiation between flux distance and angular size distance -the former is less than the latter. The phenomeon affects observation of the CMB sky in an inevitable wayunless one can exclude emission areas where the image is reversed negatively to produce a 'net' area. There is clearly no means of processing data in this manner. Note the possible distance confusion problem in the present context was mentioned in previous literature (e.g. Fukugita et al 1992; Ellis, Bassett, & Dunsby 1998) .
The all sky CMB flux; comparison with observation
In sections 2 and 3 we examined how a very extended black body source is magnified and amplified by the gravitational field of foreground mass clumps. If strong lensing is taken into account, the surface brightness of emission becomes higher than to an observer than σ s T 4 s . Now the propagation of light through the Universe is not affected by clumps alone, but also by the homogeneous ambient space which has a density below the average (pre-clumping) value. The phenomenon was first properly studied by Dyer & Roeder (1972) , and is often referred to as the 'Dyer-Roeder beam' (or DR beam in short). It is important to realize that the DR beam conserves surface brightness just like weak lensing does. This is easily seen from the fact that there is only one DR distance for a given cosmology. Thus, when everything is taken into account, the net increase in surface brightness of the source due to strong lensing is not countered by the other effects.
We demonstrated clearly in section 2 that the role played by clumps in magnifying the angular size of the source is via weak lensing alone. The effect is cancelled to first order in GM/R by the DR beam -this was proved in Lieu & Mittaz (2004a,b) for the case of isothermal sphere mass clumps, by two separate methods 1 . Irrespective of the size of each extended source, however, the CMB sky is 100 % covered with non-overlapping images of such sources. Therefore, the strong lensing induced percentage flux increase ξ for any large source, relative to the expected value of σ s T 4 sω obs must also apply to the entire CMB sky. where in reaching the last step use was made of Eq. (16), which is valid when the source is lensed by one clump. We may also writeω obs asω obs = πϑ 2 where ϑ is the angular radius of the source. If more than one clump is involved, the numerator δf 2 will add. Now the number of clumps in the field of view is n 0 π(x l ϑ) 2 dx l per lensing plane, assuming the clumps are distributed randomly and uniformly in FRW space with a number density of
where Ω g is the normalized density of matter residing in the clumps. Thus the total flux increase due to strong lensing by all the clumps is n 0 π(x l ϑ)
